
ROOM 101

Watch the video and answer the questions

What doesn't Roisin like about modern life? Why?

What does the programme host compare Van Gogh's self-portrait to?

What is "Hot dog or legs?"

Room 101 is a place containing things we find annoying.

Match numbers with letters to make expressions about anger.

1. to have a short

2. to fly off the ...

3. to wind somebody ...

4. to drive somebody up the ....

5. to make somebody's ... boil

a. handle

b. blood

c. fuse

d.up

e. wall

1.  Do you know what really ........................................me ...............................................?

My very loud neighbours!

2. My dad ................................................................. when he found out about my grades.

3. His nasty behaviour yesterday really ................................................................................. .

4. I .......................................................................... when it comes to bad manners, I find rude

people very annoying.

5. Waiting in queues really.......................................... me ..................................................., I hate it!

Watch the video and answer the questions
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Complete the sentences with the expressions above.  More than option

might be correct.

What's the point of the photos the host takes of himself?



ROOM 101

Room 101 is a place containing things we find annoying.

Talk to your partner. Choose 4 things to put in Room 101 and say WHY.

Watch the video and answer the questions
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ROOM 101 TEACHER'S COPY

What doesn't Roisin like about modern life? Why?

What does the programme host compare Van Gogh's self-portrait to?

What is "Hot dog or legs?"

Room 101 is a place containing things we find annoying.

Match numbers with letters to make expressions about anger.

1. to have a short C

2. to fly off the ... A

3. to wind somebody ... D

4. to drive somebody up the .... E

5. to make somebody's ... boil B

a. handle

b. blood

c. fuse

d.up

e. wall

1.  Do you know what really WINDS me UP ?

My very loud neighbours!

2. My dad FLEW OFF THE HANDLE when he found out about my grades.

3. His nasty behaviour yesterday really MADE MY BLOOD BOIL. 

4. I HAVE A SHORT FUSE when it comes to bad manners, I find rude people very

annoying.

5. Waiting in queues really DRIVES me UP THE WALL, I hate it!

Watch the video and answer the questions
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Complete the sentences with the expressions above. 

Selfies. She doesn't like the need people have to constantly

document their lives. 

To a selfie.

It's a game where you need to guess whether what's in the

picture is a hot dog or human legs.

What's the point of the photos the host takes of himself?

He uses them to send messages.


